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Dear Peter Burek,

first of all, we would like to thank you for reviewing our manuscript and for raising some
points. We have gone through your comments carefully and addressed them as outlined
below.

Shall you have any further questions please don’t hesitate to add them.

Greetings from the entire team!

Vera Thiemig

 

 

Reviewer comment 1: Inconsistencies in reference period (in text and files)

Reply by Authors 1:

Clarification:

The netCDF files for the daily variables shall contain 10957 daily grids. The time-stamp of
the first and last grid depends on the variable:

For daily windspeed, solar radiation and vapour pressure: first "1990/01/02 00:00
UTC", last "2020/01/01 00:00 UTC".
For daily minimum temperature: first "1990/01/01 06:00 UTC", last "2019/12/31 06:00
UTC"
For daily maximum temperature: first "1990/01/01 18:00 UTC", last "2019/12/31
18:00 UTC"
For daily precipitation: first "1990/01/02 06:00 UTC", last "2020/01/01 06:00 UTC".

 

The netCDF files for the 6-hourly variables shall contain 43828 6-hourly grids, where the



first time-stamp is "1990/01/01 12:00 UTC" and the last one "2020/01/01 06:00 UTC".

 

Action:

We corrected

the textual information in Section “3.3.2 Aggregation or reference period” in accordance
re-generated Figure 5 which had the daily precipitation shifted by a day
re-generated the netCDF files were necessary (e.g. windspeed file had a missing time
step) and updated the repository

 

Reviewer comment 2: Suggestion of a README file

Reply by Authors 2: README file has been created and uploaded to the dataset, see
README.txt (https://jeodpp.jrc.ec.europa.eu/ftp/jrc-opendata/CEMS-EFAS/)

 

Reviewer comment 3: Dataset is not using SI- Units

Reply by Authors 3: 

We only partly agree with this comment, as we are certainly using SI units for
precipitation as "mm" is a unit in the SI system. However we are not using the
recommended/canonical unit for "precipitation_amount" from the CF Standard Name table
which would indeed be "kg m-2". We consider "mm" as a better unit because the usual
convention in meteorology of "mm" == "kg m-2" for precipitation is strictly speaking only
true at a water density of 1.000000, i.e. only at the temperature of 4°C. Nevertheless, we
agree that complying to the CF Convention also has its merits. However, EMO-5 has been
created with the main purpose of driving a hydrological as well as an evapotranspiration
model, hence the models requirements determined the units of the variables.
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